Coronavirus

Speaker upset as Hancock locks down without telling Commons

As schools have gone back, there has been a notable increase in transmissions from that one person,

Asymptomatic individual breaching quarantine rules on return from abroad to go out drinking with friends

Bolton surge in infections ‘due to super spreader’

The place would usually be buzzing in the evenings. A dispiriting emptiness of Bigg Market, he said, was symptomatic of a country in a pandemic.

Bigg Market falls quiet as the party stops early for Newcastle revelers

By this time it was 11.45pm, and a substantial number of revellers had been kicked out of the bars. The shift from the Yugoslav-era drinking haunts of Bigg Market to an almost ghostly quietness was pronounced.

We must be cautious – but let society function

As schools have gone back, there has been a notable increase in transmissions from that one person, who may have been a ‘super spreader’.

Alternative Oktoberfest festivities risk virus spread in Germany
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